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Low-energy asphalt (LEA) mixture, as an alternative to hot mix asphalt (HMA) due to its lower mixing temperature, has
advantages such as reducing energy consumption and environmental pollutants. LEA has poor performance characteristics due
to the presence of water in its manufacturing process and low mixing temperature. All the studies about LEA have been focused
only on investigating the performance of this asphalt mixture, and the effect of additives in its modification is one of the research
gaps in this field. Therefore, the use of crumb rubber (CR) and determining its optimal percentage in modifying the performance
characteristics of LEA is considered an innovation of this research. In this research, the performance characteristics of LEA
modified by 10%, 15%, and 20% CR were evaluated. In order to examine the rutting behavior, moisture sensitivity and fatigue
resistance, dynamic creep, indirect tensile strength (ITS), and four-point bending beam tests were applied, respectively. The results
of creep curves and flow numbers (FNs) indicated that modifying LEA by 15% increased the rutting resistance by 1.92 and 2.3
times, respectively, compared to the HMA specimen at the stress level of 207 and 310 kPa. Moreover, the evaluation of the creep
strain slope revealed that modifying LEA significantly reduced stress sensitivity. ITS test showed an increase in tensile strength ratio
by 22% in the specimen with 10% CR compared to the unmodified specimen. In the evaluation of fatigue resistance, while LEA
containing 10% CR had almost similar results to the HMA specimen, other specimens represented a shorter fatigue life, so that with
the increase in CR percentage, the fatigue life decreased. Determination of fatigue life by energy ratio and Rowe and Bouldin
criteria showed similar results. Finally, by determining the plateau value (PV) in the ratio of the dissipated energy change method,
the lowest PV was assigned to the 10% CR-modified LEA and HMA specimens, respectively.

1. Introduction

The occurrence of the industrial revolution and the develop-
ment of technology have resulted in many environmental
pollutions that threaten human societies [1, 2]. Currently,
the indiscriminate emission of greenhouse gases and global
warming has caused many changes in the climate system,
which can have irreparable consequences [3–6]. Today, there
are cost-effective solutions that will lead the global commu-
nity toward a cleaner and safer economy to promote sustain-
able development [7, 8]. One of these solutions is to find
alternatives for producing hot mix asphalt (HMA) [9].
HMA consists of a mixture of aggregates and asphalt binder
at temperatures above 160°C, which is associated with high
consumption of fossil fuels and emission of CO, SO2, CO2,

and NOx due to the high production temperature. These
negative environmental effects will result in global warming
[10]. In recent years, many efforts have been made to develop
asphalt mixtures using green technologies, which have decreased
the negative points of HMA by reducing its temperature during
production and compaction [11, 12]. One of these measures is
the production of low-energy asphalt (LEA), which is a compo-
nent of half-warm mix asphalt with a temperature range of
80–100°C [13].

LEA technology was first developed in 2006 by LEA-CO
in France. The construction of this asphalt is based on fol-
lowing a sequential process so that the aggregates are initially
divided into two sections: coarse and fine aggregates. Coarse
aggregates, like HMA, are heated to 170°C and then mixed
with a hot asphalt binder. After creating a suitable coating for
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asphalt binder and coarse aggregates, fine aggregates are
added to the mixture in a moist form at room temperature
[14]. The addition of fine aggregates and the moisture in it
when faced with coarse aggregates and asphalt binder causes
the formation of foam in the mixture and reduces asphalt
binder viscosity [15]. On the other hand, after the wet fine
aggregates come into contact with the bituminous coarse
aggregates, the air trapped between the asphalt binder and
water is sufficiently heated and turns water vapor into foam.
However, since this occurs under normal conditions at tem-
peratures under 100°C, the final temperature of the mixture
should ideally be less than 100°C. Among the important
benefits of this asphalt is its significant saving in energy
consumption, which is because only coarse aggregates need
a temperature higher than 100°C to create a bituminous
coating, and no energy is needed to heat and dry fine aggre-
gates [16]. Also, the low temperature of this mixture during
mixing minimizes the production of greenhouse gases and
the emission of volatile substances caused by heating the
asphalt binder, so this mixture is compatible with the envi-
ronment and nature [17]. In addition, the formation of foam
and consequently the reduction of asphalt binder viscosity
and the softness of the mixture due to the reduction of
asphalt binder aging are among the factors that increase its
compaction [18]. Increasing the safety factor for workers
during execution due to the low temperature and less need
for solvents to wash and clean the equipment at the end of
daily operations are other benefits of using this mixture [19].

One of the most important studies on the characteristics
of LEA and its comparison with other asphalt mixtures is the
research presented in the NCHRP 9-43 project report. To
evaluate the performance properties, asphalt mixtures such
as LEA, HMA, and two types of hot asphalt mixtures modi-
fied by advera and sasobit, respectively, were made in an equal
percentage of air void and evaluated by conducting several
tests. According to the results obtained from the dynamic
creep test, the highest rutting resistance was recorded for
the sasobit-modified specimen, and the lowest value was for
the LEA specimen. In this evaluation, the HMA specimen
with a flow number (FN) of about two times compared to
the LEA specimen was more favorable. Also, according to the
moisture sensitivity results, LEA, with the highest tensile
strength ratio (TSR), was the most resistant specimen com-
pared to other mixtures. The reason for this was the use of an
antistripping agent in constructing LEA. Also, the dynamic
modulus test was applied to determine the viscoelastic prop-
erties of asphalt mixtures, which showed the lowest dynamic
modulus in all frequency and temperature ranges for the LEA
specimen. The lower stiffness of the mixture and its softness
compared to other specimens due to the lower mix tempera-
ture and less aging in the manufacturing process were
reported as the reason for the low dynamic modulus for this
asphalt [20].

Harder et al. [16] conducted a laboratory and field study
of the mechanical and environmental characteristics of LEA.
At first, it was found that the residual moisture in the speci-
men has a great role in the compactibility and workability of
the LEA specimen, so that the LEA specimen was compacted

in a lower percentage of air voids and the number of gyra-
tions. Also, to determine the viscoelastic properties of LEA,
the dynamic modulus test according to NCHRP 9-29 was
performed at three temperatures and four different frequen-
cies. The results showed a decrease in the dynamic modulus
of LEA specimens compared to HMA, which was reported
due to less aging and consequently less stiffness of asphalt
binder during the production of mixtures. In addition, the
evaluation of energy consumption for manufacturing LEA
showed a reduction of about 33% compared to HMA.
Another part of this study was the evaluation of LEA pollu-
tion potential. The results showed that LEA production
reduced particulate matter by 51%, nitrogen oxide by 21%,
and carbon monoxide by 82%. Also, the concentration of
sulfur oxide decreased by 46%. Other contaminants during
asphalt production include formaldehyde. Moreover, it was
found that in the manufacturing process of LEA, the produc-
tion of this material was significantly reduced by 95% com-
pared to the HMA specimen [21]. Carter et al. [19] examined
the compactibility of LEA and compared it with HMA and
Evothem and Sasobit-modified warm mix asphalts. In this
study, specimens were compacted by the Superpave gyratory
compactor, and the number of gyrations was evaluated in
terms of their air void percentage. According to the results,
while LEA and the specimens containing Sasobit showed the
best performance, the specimen containing Evotherm was
the most incompactible specimen [19]. In another study,
Olard and Gaudefroy compared the functional and environ-
mental properties of LEA, including compressive strength,
moisture resistance, complex modulus, and fatigue resis-
tance. In this regard, LEA specimens were prepared and
evaluated by several tests. The results of the moisture resis-
tance test showed that LEA had a lower moisture resistance
than the control specimen. Also, the values of the complex
modulus obtained in the dynamic modulus test indicated a
higher value of this parameter for HMA, which was due to
the lower aging of the asphalt binder caused by the lower
mixing temperature in the LEA fabrication process. Finally,
the results of the fatigue resistance test showed shorter
fatigue life and lower fatigue resistance of LEA [22]. Some
et al. [23] evaluated the mechanical properties of LEA, includ-
ing complex modulus, fatigue resistance, and moisture sensi-
tivity. The complexmodulus determination test was performed
according to EN 12697-26, and the results showed almost the
same dynamic modulus at 15°C and 5Hz frequency for LEA
and HMA. Moreover, the results of the fatigue test represented
lower fatigue resistance of LEA compared to HMA. Evaluation
of moisture sensitivity of asphalt mixtures also indicated lower
moisture resistance of LEA compared to HMA [23]. Zelelew
et al. [24] examined the rutting, fatigue, andmoisture resistance
of unmodified LEA mixtures and compared the results with
modified HMA by sasobit, advera, and gencor. In this regard,
by performing the Humburg wheel track test, the number of
wheel crossings to develop the rut with a depth of 20mm was
determined. In this evaluation, the highest number of crossings
was assigned to the LEA specimen, followed by the HMA
specimen. Also, determining the moisture sensitivity of asphalt
mixtures using this test was one of the other evaluation items in
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this study, which was specified by determining indicators such
as Humburg stripping slope and Humburg inflection point.
Although LEA had lower moisture resistance than HMA and
sasobit-modified specimens, it was much more resistant than
the Advera and Gencor specimens. Another item evaluated in
this study was determining FN for asphalt mixtures. According
to the results, the highest value of FN was associated with the
LEA specimen due to the lower percentage of asphalt binder in
the construction process compared to other asphalt mixtures.
The last evaluation in this study was to specify the fatigue
resistance index by determining the stiffness and phase angle
values at 21°C and 5Hz frequency using the dynamic modulus
test. The results of this study showed the lowest fatigue resis-
tance for LEA specimen [24].

According to previous studies, researchers have focused
on the different performances of LEA compared to HMA.
However, the influence of crumb rubber (CR) on the rutting,
fatigue, and moisture performance of LEA has not been
investigated so far. Also, for the first time, the fatigue resis-
tance of LEA was investigated by the four-point bending
beam method. Therefore, the use of CR and determining

its optimal percentage in modifying the performance char-
acteristics of LEA was an innovation of this study to improve
the asphalt binder and cover all its weaknesses. In this regard,
HMA and LEA specimens without the additive were used as
control specimens to compare the effect of 10%, 15%, and
20% CR additive on LEA and determine the optimal percent-
age of CR. The dynamic creep test was used to evaluate the
rutting resistance of this asphalt. Also, the four-point beam
fatigue test and modified Lottman test were used to evaluate
the fatigue and moisture resistances of asphalt mixtures.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. In this study, limestone aggregates were used
to make LEA mixtures. Table 1 provides the specifications of
applied aggregates. Also, Figure 1 presents the gradation of
aggregates. To fabricate asphalt mixtures, asphalt binder with
60/70 penetration grade was used, the physical characteris-
tics of which are presented in Table 2.

2.2. Additive. CR additive was used in this research to
improve the performance of LEA. During the process of

TABLE 1: Specifications of limestone aggregates.

Properties Standard
Results

Coarse aggregate Fine aggregate Filler

Sand equivalent (%) AASHTO-T176 – 69 –

Los Angeles abrasion loss (%) AASHTO-T96 17 – –

Atterberg limits
PI

ASTM-D4318
– Nonplastic Nonplastic

PL – – –

LL – Indeterminate Indeterminate
Percentage of fractured
particles (%) ASTM-D5821 100 – –

Boiling water (%) ASTM-D3625 <5 – –

Soundness (5 cycles), sodium
sulfate (%) AASHTO-T104 1 3 –
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FIGURE 1: Gradation curve.
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urbanization and construction [25–28], a significant amount
of waste materials is generated, including waste tires. Con-
sidering the growing concern of human society in the accu-
mulation of waste, CR was the best choice to improve LEA
specifications, the use of which was in line with the environ-
mental and economic goals of fabricating this type of asphalt
mixture. Also, according to the research conducted on this
additive and its significant effect on the performance char-
acteristics of asphalt binder and mixture in the range of
10%–20% by weight of the binder, in this research, CR was
used in 10%, 15%, and 20% [29]. Table 3 shows the physical
and chemical specifications of CR applied in this research.

In this study, CR produced by ambient grinding with
smaller particles and powder with mesh size 40 was utilized
according to the gradation presented in Table 4. Also,
according to previous research, to achieve a homogeneous
mixture and the best performance conditions, the asphalt
binder temperature during mixing was selected to be
180°C, and a high shear mixer with 2,000 rpm was used
for 2 hr [30]. Table 5 presents the properties of CR-modified
asphalt binder.

In this study, according to the economic goals in the
production of LEA and its competitiveness in the production
of HMA, stabilizer additives were not used in the asphalt
binder modification process. Therefore, in order to eliminate
the concern of CR instability in the asphalt binder, while
performing storage stability evaluation, the modified asphalt
binder was used immediately after production tomanufacture

asphalt mixtures. According to Table 6, the storage stability
evaluation based on AASHTO P-55 for modified binders was
conducted by performing the softening point test from the top
and bottom of the specimens in an aluminum tube. As the
results show, although the difference in softening point
increases with the increase in the percentage of CR, the values
obtained are less than 2.5°C, which is defined as the maxi-
mum specification in this standard.

2.3. Mix Design. In this study, the guidelines presented in
NCHRP Report 691 were used as criteria for producing LEA
specimens. In this regard, the Superpave volumetric mix
design was used according to AASHTO R35. One of the
important factors in fabricating LEA is the maximum size
of fine aggregates, and the studies on this asphalt show that
this factor is limited to 2–3mm [17, 18, 21, 22, 24].
Therefore, in this study, sieve no. 8 was used as a separator
for coarse and fine aggregates. According to NCHRP Report
691, the moisture content of fine aggregates is suggested to be
between 3% and 4% by weight. Also, to ensure the drying of
coarse aggregates, these materials were placed in an oven for
4 hr at 170°C, and fine aggregates were used without heating
at room temperature. Another point in producing LEA is
choosing the temperature of the asphalt binder. According
to the report, this temperature is limited to 130°C [20]. In
this study, in order to fabricate LEA specimens according to
NCHRP Report 09-43, coarse aggregates and asphalt binder
were first heated to 170 and 130°C, respectively. Then, coarse
aggregates were mixed with asphalt binder in a wire mixer,
and after at least 30 s and ensuring full coverage of the
obtained mixture, wet fine aggregates with a moisture
content of 3.5% by weight were added to the mixture. The
contact of moisture with hot asphalt binder caused the
formation of foam, according to Figure 2, and after that,
mixing operations continued until the complete coating of
fine aggregates. Also, due to the necessity of placing the
temperature range of LEA in the range of 80–100°C, as well
as its half-warm nature and the effect of this temperature on

TABLE 2: Specifications of base binder.

Properties Standard Results

Specific gravity at 25°C (g/cm3) ASTM-D70 1.016
Penetration at 25°C (0.1mm) ASTM-D6 63
Softening point (°C) ASTM-D36 49.2
Flashpoint (°C) ASTM-D92 305
Kinematic viscosity at 120°C (cSt)

ASTM-D2170
773

Kinematic viscosity at 135°C (cSt) 342
Kinematic viscosity at 160°C (cSt) 141
Heating loss (%) ASTM-D1754 0.22

TABLE 3: Specifications of CR.

Physical Chemical

Moisture (%) Density (g/cm3) Acetone extractive (%) Ash (%) Rubber hydrocarbon (%)

0.43 1.15 19 7.6 48

TABLE 4: CR gradation.

Percent passing (%) Sieve size (mm)

100 No. 30 (850 μm)
89 No. 40 (600 μm)
57.7 No. 50 (425 μm)
23 No. 80 (300 μm)
18.3 No. 100 (150 μm)
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reducing energy consumption and compaction of asphalt, the
mixing temperature was recorded after each step of the mixing
operation. After mixing asphalt binder with aggregates, the
specimens were compacted using a gyratory compaction
device based on AASHTO T 312. In order to determine the
optimum bitumen content (OBC), the necessary tests were
performed on compacted and noncompacted specimens, and
the volume characteristics of mixtures, their OBC, and the final
mixing temperature were recorded for each of the mentioned
specimens according to Table 7.

2.4. Experimental Program

2.4.1. Moisture Sensitivity. The most common method for
evaluating the moisture sensitivity of asphalt mixtures is the
modified Lottman test according to AASHTO T 283, in which
a criterion for evaluating the effect of water on the asphalt
mixture and its moisture sensitivity is specified by determining
the ratio of indirect tensile strength (ITS) of unconditioned
specimens to the conditioned ones [31]. Unconditioned

specimens are tested by placing them in a water bath at 25°C
for 30–40min, and conditioned specimens, after obtaining
70%–80% saturation and being placed at −18°C for 16hr, are
kept in a water bath with a temperature of 60°C for 24hr. The
specimens were tested three times with a loading rate of 50mm/
min at a temperature of 25°Cand ITS (St) in kPawas determined
by Equation (1), where P is the maximum load (N), t is the
specimen thickness (mm), and D is the specimen diameter
(mm). Also, the TSR is determined according to Equation (2),
where S1 and S2 are ITS values for unconditioned and
conditioned specimens (kPa), respectively [32–34].

St ¼
2; 000P
πtD

: ð1Þ

TSR ¼ S2
S1

: ð2Þ

2.4.2. Dynamic Creep Test. In this research, the dynamic
creep test was performed using a universal testing machine
according to AASHTO T 378 to determine permanent
deformations. This test is performed by applying repetitive
axial stress to specimens, and the deformation in each load
cycle is determined by linear variable differential transducers
(LVDTs). The strain of asphalt specimens is then calculated
by Equation (3), where ε is the accumulated strain, ℎ is the
axial deformation (mm), and H˳ is the initial specimen
height (mm). Finally, a creep curve is drawn to evaluate
mixtures against rutting [35].

ε¼ h
H˳: ð3Þ

The creep curve is an ascending accumulated strain
graph consisting of three zones. During the first zone, as
the number of load cycles increases, the strain rate in asphalt
mixtures decreases steadily. In the second zone, the strain
experiences a constant rate, and finally, the strain rate grows
increasingly during the third zone [36]. To determine the
strain behavior of asphalt mixtures versus the load cycle,
Zhou et al. presented a three-stage model as follows, which
has been used by many researchers due to its high modeling
ability [37, 38].

TABLE 5: Properties of CR modified binder.

Binder property Standard Unit
CR percentage

0 10 15 20

Penetration at 25°C ASTM-D5 0.1mm 63 47 43 34
Softening point ASTM-D36 °C 49.2 58.3 61 73.1
Viscosity at 135°C ASTM-D2170 cST 342 717 824 1,218
Specific gravity ASTM-D70 g/cm3 1.016 1.037 1.041 1.049

TABLE 6: Storage stability test for modified binders.

CR percentage
Softening point (°C)

S(b)–S(t)
Top Bottom

10 57.8 59.3 1.5
15 60.3 62.2 1.9
20 71.7 74.1 2.4

FIGURE 2: Created foam in LEA.
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Primary stage: εp ¼ aNb:N<Nps;
Secondary stage: εP ¼ εPS þ c N − NPSð Þ:εPS

¼ aNb
PS:NPS ≤ N ≤ NST;

Tertiary stage: εP ¼ εST þ d ef N−NSTð Þ
− 1

� �
:εST

¼ εPS þ c NST − NPSð Þ; N ≥ NST;

ð4Þ

where a, b, c, d, and f are material constants, εP is plastic
strain, N is the number of cycles, NPS is the number of cycles
at the beginning of the secondary stage, NST is the number of
cycles at the beginning of the tertiary stage, εPS is the accu-
mulated plastic strain at the beginning of the secondary
region, and εST is the accumulated plastic strain at the begin-
ning of the tertiary stage.

In this study, according to the proposed standard, cylin-
drical specimens with a diameter of 100mm and a height of
150mm were made. Then, each specimen was placed in a
temperature-controlled cabinet at 54°C for 2 hr to achieve
temperature equilibrium. Given the fact that rutting failure
occurs at the beginning of the service life of asphalt mixtures
in conditions where the pavement may not have reached the
final density, the air void of specimens in this experiment was
considered to be 7%. Also, since the traffic load has an influ-
ence on the fatigue life, in order to investigate the effect of
traffic intensity, the experiment was performed at two stress
levels of 207 and 310 kPa, and loading and rest times after
each load cycle were selected as 0.1 and 0.9 s, respectively.
This experiment was repeated three times for each type of
asphalt mixture, and the average of the obtained results was
used to draw creep curves.

2.4.3. Four-Point Beam Fatigue Test. The four-point beam
fatigue test was performed according to AASHTO T321 by
constant strain method, and a semi-sinusoidal load with a
frequency of 10 Hz was applied to the specimens at two
strain levels of 400 and 700 εμ. Since the occurrence of
fatigue cracks at ambient temperature is the most common,
in this study, the beam fatigue test was performed at 22°C and
repeated three times for each mixture type of asphalt mixture.
The asphalt slabs were made by roller compactor in a 4% air
void, and finally, specimens were created in dimensions of
380 × 60 × 50 mm. Equations (5) and (6) calculate the
output parameters, where σt is the maximum tensile stress
(Pa), P is the applied load (N), b is the specimen width (m), εt
is the maximum tensile strain (εμ), δ is the maximum
intermediate deformation of the beam (m), a is the distance
between the middle frame clamps (m), and L is the distance

between the outer clamps and the supports (m).

σt ¼ 0:357
P
bh2

: ð5Þ

εt ¼
12δh

3L2 − 4a2
: ð6Þ

By calculating the maximum tensile stress and strain,
flexural stiffness is determined by Equation (7), where St is
the maximum flexural stiffness (Pa).

St ¼
σt
εt
: ð7Þ

To determine the fatigue life of specimens, three methods
are used as follows. The first method is known as the classical
failure criterion, in which fatigue life (Nf 50) refers to the num-
ber of load cycles equivalent to a 50% reduction in stiffness
modulus. According to AASHTT T321-14, the initial stiffness
modulus is flexural stiffness in the 50th cycle. In this method, it
is assumed that macrocracks begin to appear when the initial
stiffness modulus reaches 50% of its value. The second method
is based on dissipated energy, according towhich the fatigue life
is related to the dissipated energy. In this method, several ways
are defined to determine the fatigue life of asphalt mixtures.
The thirdmethod is called failuremechanics. Unlike the second
method, the failure mechanics calculate the fatigue life of
asphalt mixtures based on the residual energy [39, 40].

The dissipated energy method is a suitable criterion for
evaluating fatigue failure due to its simplicity in determining
various parameters. In this method, the dissipated energy in
each load cycle is determined using Equation (8), where Wi
is the dissipated energy (Pa) in the ith cycle and εi, Si, φi are
strain (με), flexural stiffness (Pa), and angle in the ith cycle
(degree), respectively.

Wi ¼ πε2i Si sin φi: ð8Þ

Based on the dissipated energy method, many criteria
have been presented to determine the initiation of cracks.
One of these methods is energy ratio according to Equation
(9), provided by Pronk and Hopman [41], where W1 is the
initial dissipated energy (IDE), n is the number of load cycles,
and Wn represents the dissipated energy in the nth cycle.

TABLE 7: Volumetric properties of asphalt mixtures.

Volumetric properties Gmm Gmb Va (%) VMA (%) VFA (%) OBC (%) Mix temperature (°C)

HMA 2.449 2.353 3.92 14.97 73.82 4.6 160
LEA 2.466 2.368 3.97 14.24 72.14 4.4 90
LEA+ 10% CR 2.447 2.351 4.01 15.06 73.37 4.6 92
LEA+ 15% CR 2.449 2.353 3.93 15.16 74.05 4.8 92
LEA+ 20% CR 2.451 2.354 3.94 15.45 74.05 5.2 98
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ER ¼ n ×W1

Wn
: ð9Þ

In this method, the onset of macro fatigue failures occurs
at a point NERð Þ, where the energy ratio curve deviates from
the tangent line compared to the load cycle curve. Since the
determination of this point is done by fitting the diagram and
engineering judgment, this method is not a reliable method
to evaluate the fatigue failure of asphalt mixtures. Therefore,
Rowe and Bouldin, by defining the product of stiffness in the
number of load cycles (Si × niÞ, presented another criterion
to determine the failure [39], where Si is the flexural stiffness
(kPa) and ni is the number of load cycles. In this method, the
failure point NS×nð Þ occurs when the S× n curve reaches its
maximum value according to the load cycle. In this situation,
the microcracks are transformed into macrocracks by chang-
ing their form [42].

Another criterion for assessing fatigue failure is to deter-
mine the parameters of IDE and cumulative dissipated
energy (CDE). IDE refers to the energy lost in the 50th cycle.
CDE is the sum of dissipated energies from the first to the
nth cycle, which is calculated according to Equation (10).

CDE¼ ∑
n

i¼1
DEi; ð10Þ

where CDE is the cumulative dissipated energy (Pa) and DEi
is the energy dissipated in the ith cycle (Pa). Since these
relationships are highly influenced by the type of materials
and test conditions, their use as a criterion for assessing
fatigue failure is not reliable [43]. Therefore, in order to
eliminate the mentioned weaknesses, the criterion of the
dissipated energy change (RDEC) ratio was defined accord-
ing to Equation (11) to identify the correct point of failure:

RDEC¼ DEnþ1 − DEn

DEn
; ð11Þ

where DEn and DEnþ1 are the dissipated energy in the n and
n+ 1 cycles, respectively. The procedure of the research
method is represented in Figure 3.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Dynamic Creep. The results of the dynamic creep test are
presented in Figures 4 and 5, which represent accumulated
strain diagrams versus the number of load cycles at the stress
level of 207 and 310 kPa, respectively. As can be seen, there
are significant differences between these graphs for different
specimens, indicating the difference in their creep behavior.
Also, the occurrence of all three creep regions in all diagrams
confirms the correct choice of 2,200 final load cycles in
this test.

In general, lower values of accumulated strain indicate
higher resistance of asphalt mixtures to permanent deforma-
tions and their low potential against rutting. As can be seen
in Figures 4 and 5, LEA specimens modified by CR have the

best performance against rutting, which is not only true for
LEA specimens containing 20% CR. The low values of accu-
mulated strain for LEA specimens containing 15% and 10%
CR are due to the fact that the dissolution of part of CR
inside the asphalt binder causes the aromatic oils of the
asphalt binder to be absorbed by the rubber polymer chains;
as a result, the asphalt binder changes to a gel-like form and
increases its viscosity and elasticity. An increase in viscosity
leads to an increase in the asphalt binder film on the aggre-
gates and their better connection and ultimately results in an
increase in the strength of the mixture. In addition, the unre-
solved part of CR also plays a key role in increasing the
strength of the mixture so that these particles, while main-
taining their integrity together, form a 3D network that this
amplifying network can be effective against the spread of
permanent deformations [38]. On the other hand, by looking
at the creep curve and comparing the strain values, it is clear
that the modified LEA specimen with 20% additive has more
accumulated strain compared to other modified specimens
and even HMA specimens. By increasing CR to the men-
tioned value, the amount of absorbed light oils in the asphalt
binder is increased, and the viscosity of asphalt binder
increases excessively, which has a negative effect on the abil-
ity of asphalt binder to better cover the aggregates and
reduces the integrity and cohesion of the mixture and, as a
result, its strength and stiffness. Another effective factor in
the low rutting resistance of the specimen modified by 20%
CR is the low-mixing temperature of asphalt binder and
aggregates for this mixture. The need to set the mixing tem-
perature in LEA specimens in the range of 80–100°C means
that the modified asphalt binder does not have the ability to
properly cover the aggregates due to its high viscosity. There-
fore, this specimen does not have the desired strength and
rigidity. Therefore, in order to achieve a more suitable mix-
ture of asphalt binder and aggregate, a higher temperature is
required for the mentioned specimen. Also, the high strain
values in the unmodified LEA specimen are due to the low-
mixing temperature, and as a result, less asphalt binder aging
than HMA. The lower viscosity of the asphalt binder leads to
softening of the mixture, leading to less stiffness of this
asphalt mixture compared to others.

In addition, the investigation of the number of load
cycles at 1% strain indicates a significant increase in the
number of load cycles for LEA specimens with 15% and
10%CR compared to other specimens. According to Figure 6,
this increase at the stress of 207 kPa for these specimens is 3.9
and 1.2 times higher than HMA as well as 12.5 and 6.1 times
higher than LEA specimens, respectively. Similarly, evaluat-
ing this parameter at the stress of 310 kPa shows an increase
of 3.9 and 2.2 times compared to HMA as well as 7.3 and 4.2
times increases compared to the unmodified LEA. As is evi-
dent, the other three specimens follow a similar trend at both
strain levels, and the negative effect of increasing CR to 20%
in degrading the rutting resistance and lower load cycles in
the mentioned strain compared to HMA is quite obvious.
Also, in this comparison, the lowest number of load cycles at
strains 207 and 310 belong to the unmodified LEA.

Advances in Civil Engineering 7



Preparation of materials (asphalt binder, aggregates, and
crumb rubber) 

Choosing the temperature of asphalt binder and aggregates
and moisture content 

Making noncompacted specimens (one HMA control specimen,
one LEA control specimen, and three LEA specimens modified

with 10%, 15%, and 20% crumb rubber) 

Setting the mixture’s
temperature at 80–100°C

Compaction of the specimens by superpave volumetric method
and determination of the optimal bitumen content 

Performance tests 
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Four-point beam fatigue Moisture sensitivity 

Determining the optimal percentage
of crumb rubber 

Dynamic creep 

FIGURE 3: Steps of the research method.
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Creep strain slope (CSS) is one of the other effective
parameters in assessing permanent deformations. CSS is
the slope of the second zone of the creep curve, which indi-
cates the developing rate of deformation. In the condition
that the loading stress is constant, this slope will have an
almost constant value that can be measured through linear
regression [44]. Figures 7 and 8 show CSS results and the
variation rate for LEA and control specimens. As the results
show, increasing the stress level increased CSS values for all
tested specimens. In this evaluation, the highest rate of CSS
changes is related to LEA specimens without the additive,
and the lowest amount is associated with 15% and 10% CR-
modified LEA specimens, respectively. For example, with an
increase in stress from 207 to 310 kPa, the rate of these
changes for LEA specimens without the additive is 7.5 and
5 times higher than the modified LEA specimens containing
15% and 10% CR, respectively. Therefore, it is very impor-
tant to state that the modification of LEA specimens by CR

reduced the sensitivity of these specimens to the stress level.
In other words, the use of CR significantly decreased the
dependence of permanent deformations on stress.

Also, in this research, the three-stage Zhou model was
used as a suitable tool to better understand the behavior of
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specimens against permanent deformation. One of the con-
siderable advantages of using this model is its ability to derive
mathematical relationships for different creep areas and to
accurately determine the transition points between these
areas. Tables 8 and 9 present the results obtained from the
model proposed for the experimental specimens. The note-
worthy point in these results is the formation of all three
creep zones in all specimens. The reason for this is the
appropriate selection of the maximum number of load
cycles in the process of performing this test. Another point
in relation to these results is the high correlation coefficients
of the obtained equations and the results of the experiment,
indicating that all the creep diagrams conform to the men-
tioned model.

Moreover, Figure 9 shows the number of load cycles at
the end of the first zone (Nps) for different specimens of
asphalt mixtures at two stress levels of 207 and 310 kPa. As
can be seen from the figure, as the stress level increases, the
number of load cycles leading to the end of the first zone
decreases. Since the first zone represents the elastic behavior
and the second zone represents the viscoelastic behavior,
increasing the stress level led to the acceleration of the
change in the state of asphalt mixtures from the elastic state
to the viscous state. In addition, according to Figure 10, the
ratio of the values of this parameter at these stress levels
shows that the lowest value is related to LEA specimens
modified by 15% and 10% CR, and the highest value is asso-
ciated with the base LEA. In other words, the use of CR
delayed the change of the state of LEA specimens from elastic
to viscous. Furthermore, Figure 9 shows that the LEA speci-
men containing 15% CR has the maximum length in the first
zone at both stress levels. In other words, this specimen
experiences the longest elastic state compared to other speci-
mens, and the LEA specimen without the additive with the
shortest length of the first zone is the most susceptible speci-
men to develop permanent deformation. Figure 11 also pro-
vides FN values for asphalt mixtures. FN is the number of
cycles corresponding to the beginning of the third area,
which has a good correlation with the rutting potential of
asphalt mixtures. Since all deformations created in asphalt
mixtures change to plastic by passing through the second
zone, determining the beginning of the third zone can be
considered a suitable criterion for evaluating the rutting
resistance of asphalt mixtures [45]. It should be noted that
Figure 11 is drawn based on the average FN values presented
in Table 10. As mentioned earlier and can be seen in Table 10,
for each level of stress, the dynamic shear test was repeated
three times. Also, the standard deviation (SD) values for the
mentioned repetitions are presented.

According to the results, the highest FN at both stress
levels is related to the LEA specimen containing 15% CR and
the lowest to the unmodified LEA. The values of this param-
eter for the LEA specimen modified by 15% CR at two stress
levels of 207 and 310 kPa are 6.5 and 7 times higher than the
LEA specimen without the additive, respectively. Also, the
comparison of these results showed that the modification of
LEA with the mentioned amount by CR caused a significant
increase in the resistance of the specimen against rutting

compared to HMA so that FN values for this specimen are
2.3 times higher than the number of cycles corresponding to
the beginning of the third area in both stress levels than
HMA specimen.

3.2. Moisture Sensitivity. Table 11 summarizes the results of
the moisture sensitivity. Also, Figures 12 and 13 provide the
ITS in dry and conditioned conditions for asphalt specimens,
respectively. As can be seen, the ITS test was performed with
three repetitions, and the average ITS obtained from each
type of specimen was used in drawing Figures 12 and 13. It
was revealed that the LEA specimen without the additive
compared to the control specimen (HMA) experienced a
significant reduction in ITS in both dry and conditioned
states. Since part of the water vapor created in the LEA
manufacturing process is trapped in the asphalt binder,
this asphalt has pores for easier water penetration to the
surface of aggregates [46]. Therefore, LEA experiences a
more severe drop in the amount of ITS in the conditioned
state than the HMA specimen. In this evaluation, ITS
decrease rate in the LEA specimen without the additive com-
pared to the HMA specimen in dry and conditioned states is
0.39 and 0.53, respectively. As mentioned in the previous
sections, due to the poor performance of LEA mixtures, in
this study, CR additive was used to coat them. The studies
conducted on the performance of CR-modified mixtures
against moisture failure show that these asphalt mixtures,
despite their high resistance to rutting and fatigue, have
low moisture resistance, and only a small content of CR in
them can lead to a decrease in moisture sensitivity [47–50].
By adding CR to the asphalt binder, its viscosity increases.
Since this increase causes a thicker coating of asphalt binder
on aggregates, the slight use of this additive can lead to
greater adhesion of binder and aggregates and finally
increase the resistance of the mixture to moisture [51]. By
increasing CR percentage, the viscosity of the binder
improves significantly, and as a result, the workability of
the mixture decreases during mixing. This has a negative
effect on the coating of aggregate and leads to a reduction
in adhesion and cohesion, as well as stiffness, and an increase
in moisture sensitivity [47]. According to Figures 12 and 13,
the use of CR increases ITS value for dry and conditioned
states in LEA specimens. The amount of this increase con-
tinues up to 15% of CR. By increasing the percentage of CR
from 15% to 20%, this parameter decreased, which was pre-
dictable due to what was explained.

Figure 14 shows the TSR of LEA and HMA specimens.
According to the results, the highest value of this ratio was
observed for the HMA specimen, and as expected, the lowest
value of this parameter was recorded for the LEA specimen
without the additive. High moisture sensitivity of the LEA
specimen without the additive was due to the low viscosity of
asphalt binder, inadequate coating of aggregates, and also
easier infiltration of water due to large voids in the asphalt
binder membrane around the aggregates. In this evaluation,
the addition of CR to LEA specimens increased the moisture
resistance of this type of asphalt mixture, and the highest
moisture resistance among LEA specimens was recorded
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for 10% CR-modified specimens. TSR value in this specimen
increased by 22% compared to the LEA specimen without
the additive.

A noteworthy point in the use of CR in LEA specimens is
its negative effect on TSR at high percentages. As mentioned,
the use of CR in asphalt mixtures indicates the effect of this
additive on increasing moisture resistance at low percen-
tages. This issue was expressed due to the achievement of
good viscosity of asphalt binder in the use of CR in low
percentages, which increases the asphalt binder film on the
materials and their better coating. By increasing the percent-
age of CR from 10% to 20%, according to Table 5, the vis-
cosity of asphalt binder increases dramatically; therefore, due
to excessive stiffness, the asphalt binder is not able to prop-
erly coat the aggregates, and moisture has more opportunity
to penetrate into its surface. As a result, TSR in these mix-
tures is reduced. Another point about the use of CR in LEA
specimens is the inability of this additive to compensate for
the drop in moisture resistance compared to the HMA spec-
imen. As the results show, although the use of this additive
reduced the moisture sensitivity of LEA specimens by 10%,
the highest represented TSR for this specimen is still lower
than TSR of HMA specimen. In addition, none of the LEA
specimens is able to meet the minimum required TSR value
defined in this test (80%). Therefore, the use of CR, despite

its proven benefits in improving the performance character-
istics of asphalt mixtures, can not improve the moisture
sensitivity of LEA. Therefore, it seems necessary to use
anti-striping agents to cover its low resistance to moisture.

3.3. Fatigue Resistance Results. One of the objectives of this
study is to evaluate the fatigue resistance of LEA mixtures
without the additive and modified by CR. For this purpose,
to compare the fatigue life, different methods were applied
based on the dissipated energy, and the results were com-
pared with the fatigue life obtained from the traditional
method or the recommended method based on AASHTO
T321-07. According to the mentioned standard, the fatigue
life of asphalt mixtures (Nf 50) refers to the number of load
cycles corresponding to a 50% reduction in initial stiffness.
Figure 15 compares Nf 50 diagram at the strain levels used.
Each diagram was plotted based on the results of the fatigue
test at two levels of strain, 400 and 700 μm. It should be noted
that Figure 15 is drawn based on the average values of Nf 50

presented in Table 12. The fatigue test was repeated three
times for each level of strain. Also, SD values for the
mentioned repetitions are evident.

The results clearly show that the highest fatigue life
belongs to HMA. The longer fatigue life of HMA compared
to LEA specimens is due to the greater adhesion of asphalt
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TABLE 10: Dynamic creep test results at two stress levels.

Specimen
Stress
level

Test repetition Average
FN

SD
1 2 3

HMA
207 2,856 2,827 2,844 2,842 14.57
310 1,311 1,288 1,327 1,309 19.60

LEA
207 1,006 989 1,023 1,006 17.00
310 421 448 411 427 19.14

LEA+%10 CR
207 3,817 3,799 3,791 3,802 13.32
310 2,135 2,149 2,144 2,143 7.09

LEA+%15 CR
207 6,612 6,619 6,600 6,610 9.61
310 3,022 3,011 3,014 3,016 5.69

LEA+%15 CR
207 1,801 1,789 1,823 1,804 17.24
310 747 763 751 754 8.33
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binder to aggregates and higher cohesion and coherence in
the overall structure of the mixture. Also, LEA specimen
without the additive provides the shortest fatigue life. The
results confirm the findings of previous research on the
fatigue resistance of LEA without the additive and its com-
parison with the HMA specimen [22–24].

In general, the adhesion of asphalt binder and aggregates
has a great role in the fatigue resistance of asphalt mixtures
[52]. Therefore, the low fatigue resistance of the LEA speci-
men is considered to be due to the weaker adhesion of
asphalt binder and aggregates because of the presence of
water, and less adhesion and cohesion of the mixture. On
the other hand, the use of CR in LEA specimens increased
fatigue resistance, so that the LEA specimen containing 10%
CR is in the same situation as the HMA specimen. By
increasing CR percentage, the fatigue life of these specimens
is reduced. This is due to the excessive absorption of the
aromatic part in the asphalt binder and the brittleness of
the mixture. Therefore, the modified specimen containing
10% CR showed the best performance among other LEA
specimens. Another parameter that can be extracted to eval-
uate the fatigue resistance is the initial stiffness of asphalt
mixtures. According to the mentioned standard, the initial
stiffness is the stiffness corresponding to the 50th cycle.
Figure 16 provides this criterion for asphalt mixtures in
strains of 400 and 700 με. As can be seen, the LEA specimen
containing 10% CR at a strain of 400 is in the same situation
as the HMA specimen. By increasing the strain level to

TABLE 11: Indirect tensile strength test results in the dry and wet conditions.

Specimen Test repetition ITSdry (kPa) SD Average ITSdry (kPa) ITSwet (kPa) SD Average ITSwet (kPa) TSR (%)

HMA
1 956

8.89 946
782

3.61 785 832 943 789
3 939 784

LEA
1 573

3.21 575
361

6.11 368 642 579 369
3 574 373

LEA+ 10% CR
1 721

5.69 726
559

7 567 782 732 573
3 724 568

LEA+ 15% CR
1 839

10.07 848
593

7 594 702 859 588
3 847 602

LEA+ 20% CR
1 799

4.04 795
475

6 477 602 794 484
3 791 473
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700 με, although this specimen has the highest fatigue resis-
tance compared to other LEA specimens, its initial stiffness
was reduced by about 35% compared to the HMA specimen.

Figure 17 shows the fatigue life of asphalt mixtures based
on NER, NS×n, Nf 50 criteria at 400 με. At a strain of 400 με, as
can be seen in the results, in all the methods used, the maxi-
mum fatigue life belongs to the HMA specimen, followed by
a specimen containing 10% CR with a slight difference. The
fatigue life obtained by NER, NS×n, Nf 50 methods for LEA
specimens containing 10% CR is about 0.89, 0.81, and 0.97
times that of HMA specimens, respectively. Also, the
unmodified LEA specimen has the shortest fatigue life, and
the fatigue life based on the mentioned parameters for this
specimen is 0.2, 0.21, and 0.12 times compared to the HMA
specimen, respectively. At this strain level, LEA specimens
containing 15% and 20% CR are in the same situation. More-
over, by comparing the fatigue life obtained from these
methods, it is clear that in all experimental specimens, the
fatigue life obtained from the NS×n method has the highest
value compared to other methods. At a strain of 400 με, the
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TABLE 12: Fatigue test results at two stress levels.

Specimen Stress level
Test repetition

Average Nf 50 SD
1 2 3

HMA
400 37,556 37,571 37,548 37,558 11.7
700 5,465 5,460 5,453 5,459 6.0

LEA
400 7,571 7,609 7,593 7,591 19.1
700 1,537 1,532 1,526 1,532 5.5

LEA+%10 CR
400 17,429 17,454 17,419 17,434 18.0
700 3,364 3,353 3,347 3,355 8.6

LEA+%15 CR
400 19,731 19,755 19,746 19,744 12.1
700 3,749 3,745 3,763 3,752 9.5

LEA+%15 CR
400 33,248 33,241 33,237 33,242 5.6
700 4,965 4,982 4,967 4,971 9.3
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FIGURE 16: Comparison of initial stiffness for asphalt mixtures.
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fatigue life calculated by this method in the HMA specimen
is 1.51 and 3.24 times longer than Nf 50 and NER methods,
respectively. Also, according to Figure 18 and comparing the
fatigue lives obtained at a strain of 700 με, it can be con-
cluded that the obtained fatigue lives follow a similar process
to the achieved results at a strain of 400 με. The difference is
that among LEA specimens, the fatigue life calculated by the
NS×n method has the highest value for the modified specimen
containing 15% CR.

As described in Section 2.4.3, IDE is not very reliable as a
criterion for comparing the fatigue behavior of asphalt mix-
tures. This criterion is applicable when asphalt mixtures are
similar in terms of the type of material, asphalt binder, and
manufacturing conditions. On the other hand, some research-
ers believe that CDE is not a suitable parameter to describe the
fatigue resistance of asphalt mixtures. This parameter can not
distinguish the dissipated energy due to the failure phenome-
non from the energy released due to the viscoelastic behavior
of themixture. At first, it was assumed that the total dissipated
energy would lead to the failure of asphalt mixture in each
load cycle. However, later research showed that part of dissi-
pated energy occurs due to plastic deformation and heat gen-
eration [53–55]. Therefore, the researchers presented RDEC
to evaluate the fatigue properties of asphalt mixtures accord-
ing to Equation (12).

Figure 19 shows the changes in this parameter against
the number of load cycles. As can be seen, this curve consists
of three parts. In the initial part, the value of this parameter
decreases sharply with the increase of the load cycle. In the
second region, the curve experiences a stable state called the
plateau stage. In the third region, RDEC experiences a sud-
den increase in the actual failure of the specimen. A signifi-
cant part of this curve is the second zone, where a constant
percentage of the applied energy leads to failure in the
asphalt mixture. In this area, the RDEC value is called the
plateau value (PV), where the initial stiffness reaches 50% of
its value. PV provides a constant rate of input energy that is
converted to failure. This parameter has a strong relationship
with the fatigue life of asphalt mixture due to its nondepen-
dence on the type of mixture and test conditions. Hence, it
provides a complete definition of the fatigue characteristics
of asphalt mixtures [40, 53, 56]. According to the mentioned
definition, the amount of PV is determined by Equation (12),
where PV is the plateau value, Nf 50 is the fatigue life of
asphalt mixture corresponding to a 50% reduction in initial
stiffness, K represents the slope of dissipated energy curve
versus the load cycle.

PV¼
1 − 1þ 100

Nf 50

� �
K

100
: ð12Þ

Figure 20 shows PV values of LEA and HMA specimens.
In evaluating the fatigue resistance of asphalt mixtures, it
should be noted that mixtures with higher resistance have
lower PV values [57]. Accordingly, at both strain levels,
among asphalt specimens, the HMA specimen had the low-
est PV and the highest fatigue resistance. Also, the LEA
specimen without the additive had the highest PV, so this
specimen showed the weakest fatigue resistance. By modify-
ing the asphalt binder by CR, the LEA specimen containing
10% additive represented the best performance among other
LEA specimens, so that PV value in this specimen had the
lowest difference compared to the HMA specimen. As CR
percentage increases, the amount of PV in LEA specimens
experienced an almost identical process in increasing this
parameter. In other words, increasing the percentage of CR
reduced the fatigue resistance of this type of asphalt.
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FIGURE 17: Comparison between the fatigue lives obtained from
different definitions at the strain of 400 με.
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Moreover, by comparing PV values at 400 and 700 με, it can
be concluded that increasing the strain level reduced the
difference in the values of this parameter in LEA specimens
compared to HMA. In other words, LEA specimens had
more resistance to fatigue at higher strains. For example,
PV ratio for a specimen containing 10% CR compared to
HMA changed from 1.54 to 1.26 with increasing strain from
400 to 700 με.

In addition, Figure 21 shows the relationship between PV
and Nf50 on a logarithmic–logarithmic scale. Unlike the tra-
ditional method, where each mixture provides a separate rela-
tionship, this method can provide a unique relationship for
asphalt mixtures. In other words, in the assessment of fatigue
resistance by the RDEC method, the type of materials,
manufacturing method, and mixing and compaction tem-
peratures do not affect the results of fatigue resistance. Equa-
tion (13) shows the mathematical equation of the relationship
between PV and Nf 50 for the experimental specimens, in
which, according to the R2 value, a strong correlation can
be found in this relationship.

PV¼ 1:0705 Nf 50

� �
−1:255; R2 ¼ 0:9947: ð13Þ

4. Conclusion

Given the concerns of human society about the increase in
environmental pollution and excessive energy consumption,
in this research, the performance characteristics of LEA as an
alternative to HMA were evaluated. In order to cover the
performance weaknesses of LEA, the modification of LEA
by CR additive at 10%, 15%, and 20% was the main goal of
this research. The dynamic creep, modified Lottman, and
four-point bending beam tests were used to evaluate the
rutting resistance, moisture sensitivity, and fatigue resistance
of LEA and HMA mixtures. Based on the findings of this
study, significant results were extracted, which are described
below:

(1) Accumulated strain diagrams in the dynamic creep
test showed that LEA specimens containing 15% and
10% CR had better performance against rutting than
HMA, respectively. Also, LEA without the additive
was represented as the weakest specimen due to its
excessive softness, and the LEA specimen modified
by 20% CR had lower stiffness due to the weakness of
asphalt binder in proper coverage of aggregates, low
integrity and cohesion of the mixture; as a result, it
represented a lower resistance to rutting than HMA.

(2) The number of load cycles at 1% strain showed that
the highest load cycle belonged to LEA specimens
modified by 15% and 10% CR, as well as HMA speci-
mens, respectively. Moreover, the lowest load cycle
was observed for LEA specimens containing 20% CR
and LEA specimens without the additive. Also, the
evaluation of the CSS change rate confirmed that
LEA modification with the mentioned values signifi-
cantly reduced the sensitivity of these specimens to
the increase in stress levels.

(3) Modeling of creep diagrams based on Zhou’s 3-stage
model showed that the mentioned model has a high
ability to interpret these curves. Also, extracting Nst
and FN in this model presented the best performance
for LEA containing 15% and 10% CR, respectively.

(4) In the ITS test, the highest moisture resistance was
assigned to theHMA specimen, and the lowestmoisture
sensitivity among LEA specimens was recorded for
modified LEA containing 10% CR. Moreover, it was
found that despite its effect on increasing resistance,
CR can not compensate for the reduction of TSR in
LEA. Therefore, it seems necessary to use anti-stripping
agents in the process of making this asphalt.

(5) In the evaluation of fatigue resistance by the classical
method, it was determined that the LEA specimen
containing 10% CR had Nf 50 and initial stiffness
almost similar to HMA. Also, other LEA specimens
showed lower fatigue resistance. The reason for this
was the poor adhesion of binder and aggregates and
the low integrity and cohesion of the mixture.
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(6) By evaluating the fatigue resistance by the dissipated
energy method and determining the fatigue life by
NER and NS×n criteria, it was found that the modified
LEA specimen by 10% CR had almost the same
fatigue life compared to HMA specimen. Further-
more, while modified LEA specimens containing
15% and 20% CR were in a similar situation, the
lowest fatigue life was assigned to LEA specimens
without the additive.

(7) The fatigue resistance evaluation by the RDEC
method indicated the lowest PV value for HMA and
LEA modified by 10% CR, respectively. Although
unmodified LEA had the highest PV by a significant
difference, modified LEA specimens containing 15%
and 20% CR had an almost similar upward trend in
increasing this parameter with increasing CR content.

(8) For future studies, statistical analysis can be incorpo-
rated into the proposed approaches [58–61]. More-
over, various modeling methods are recommended
for further investigation [62–65]. Optimization algo-
rithms are also recommended to obtain the optimal
additive content [66–68]. Various validation meth-
ods are recommended in this regard [69, 70]. Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy and X-ray fluores-
cence spectroscopy can be utilized to identify and
quantify the chemical composition of materials
[71–73]. Pavement texture and surface play a crucial
role in determining the distribution of stresses and
strains experienced by the pavement structure, which
can be examined in the future [74–78]. The material
size can also affect the resistance, which can be inves-
tigated further [79, 80]. Furthermore, the effect of
various antistripping agents, polymers, and nanoma-
terials is recommended to be investigated on the per-
formance of LEA mixtures [81–86]. Moreover, other
performances of CR-modified LEA mixtures can be
evaluated in the future [87, 88].
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